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1. When considering the problem of promoting the transfer of capital and 

technology from the industrialized  to the developing countries,  two important 

factors must he taken  into account: 

(a) Such promotion is generally undertaken, both from the theoretical 
and the practical point of view,  at the global level rather than 
the project  level. 

(b) The absence  of anyone to promote the  transfer of capital and   _ 
technology between the two worlds,  developed and developing,   is 
often forgotten or 'verlooked. 

2. A number of developing countries have industrial projects that are  vinbU 

economically,  financially and technologically.       However,  they lack the means 

of interesting foreign sources of investment or financing so  that  they can be 

transformed into enterprises. 

3. This type of promotion,  at  the project level, of the transfer of capital 

and technology  from the industrialized to developing countries will be dealt 

with in this document,  which will  contain: 

(a) An attempt to arrive at a definition or theory of promotion at the 
project level; 

(h)    A summary of the main problems of undertaking such promotion; 

(c) Proposals fer a practical procedure for action by UNIDO, under its 
programme for the promotion of industrial investments in the deve- 
loping countries. 
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i. HËFINÎTTON AND HIHPOSE 

4. Promotion, at the project level,   of the  transfer of capital and  technology 

from the  industrialized to the developing countries  is an operation*/!   activity 

entailing the planning  organization  and  execution  of this transfer in  connexion 

with specific  industrial projects,   previously  selected in these  conni ries and 

on  the basis of various criteria,   fron,  amonr projects already  drawn up and whose 

economic,   financial   and technical  viability  has  already been  tested by  mean,  of 

at  least  a pre: íIT, i nary   feasibility  study. 

5. Promotion takes   'hree  fonts,   in  accordance with  the policy  of  :he benefi- 

ciary country with  regard  to   the  import  of capici   and technology.      These  are: 

(a) Promotion by means of credit,  regardless  of what  forni   it takes, 
whether 1 oratemi  loans or  other financing facilities,   such  as 
credit  for export.      This  form  thus  consists in  the   prometa on  of 
external  financing of national industrial   investments,  whether 
privat er public.       It  is  particularly   suitable  for  countries whose 
poli'r- T-erurli!." -..ne import  of carlini   und know-how  from airead 
favours   -he i.a'.ional industrial euterrr/ eu, whether priva'.-   --r 

public. 

(b) T>>e  second   î'orm  of  promo ti or   is  to  "*' '   t;n  a .a.int—veauare    ,UL-J — 

orine    out  of a  combination  of domestic   and  foreig;    capi tal.       'bio 
*"        "    ' . , r- .    - ....   ., 1 „-; ,  r~    •.•V.or.o    nnoH<!    rp >«) T* < 1Ì ! "i ft    the procedure   is ni; er   pruieri^u   e..   u..,-,..• A .-<-...  .„^^-  ..-••-.*-   -   u <.,   _ 
import of  know-how,  whether  technical,   administrative  or commet tal, 
are greater than  their financing u-t in. 

(c) The third form cens/sts  in   the promotion of the  foreign eri eri rise. 

The  last  two" forms of  promotion  can only be  considered in countries *here 

the investment policy and  climate are  favourable  to participation by   foreign 

capital   in  the country's  industrial   development.       The only practical   -lil   nrence 

between them  is in  the size and  nature of  the  foreign con tribut ion.       On the 

other hand,   the fi'st  forn» c;f promotion of external  financing can serve both 

categories of country.      In  this  case   the choice between  the  three  forms nf 

promotion n.ay vary  depenuiu* on   the wishes  ,f  iho boneficiary   ccunMy  or entre- 

nreneur and possibly also on the preference of the external source of invest- 

ment  or  financing» 
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6.      Whichever form it takes,  promotion at the project level consists in: 

fai    Assembling and compiling the information generally necessary to 
(  '    the invSor or financier so that they can fom a first opinion 

ani express a tentative interest  in the projects proposed for 
investment or financing; 

M    Finding suitable aouroes  cf invests   ..r financing,  presenting 
' tnem with the  projects selected and interesting then u.   .he 

projects; 
I \    uoimrp- t-  initiate contacts between the two parties concerned, (,:)    Helping tu  initiaxe o encounter 

to promote them and so thai they i.an  x „au 4v,tö„0„*n 
between the parties baaed on balanced reciprocity of inteie^. 

7 This  tentative definition of Paction at   the project  level   represents 

no more than an  atte.pt  to facilitate discussion between the promoters of 

industrial  projects in  the developing countries and the representatives of 

-o.ircr- of  investment  or financing who are  present at  this meeting.      Such a 

'discussion should be of considerable help- in clarifying and proving the 

definition. 

II,    THE MAIN PROBLEMS ARISING 

8.      Potion,  at the project 1-e,, of the transfer of capita! .etwee» 

inau8trialUeo „a develops coltri« raises » nu*.r of Prohle»s »hose 

Ition „ii, ,e ^ -pe, ,,  tM. ...tin«.      *> —-  —^      n 

, „ese pro,^,   . c, „in » —ivi** in «... -»ent --- ' 

mai„ factor, o„1.il.> i» the promotion,   „aaely:    the project,   the „vector 

financier and the promoter. 

km      CHOICE OP PROJECTS 

9.      Since our conception of potion of the transfer of capital and ^ 

!      from industrialized to developing countries centres Pri.ari,y on the 
how from industriali/ technical application 
nroiect.   one of the first Questions to be raised ny 
project,   one «selective and whether, as a 
will be whether promotion should necessarily be selective 
win üB  mi ir^nc+rial  projects with tnß 
result,   consideration should only be given    o industrial p    1 ^ 

prerequisites generally to be expected from the point of view o        -^^ 

or the financier and of the beneficiary country.      What 
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tor selection  and what scale of priorities should there be for these criteria? 

ViÌ1 it  be assumed,  for example,   that the selection entails two kinds of 

c •-•siderations - considerations regarding the priorities  set by the beneficiary 

country  in the light of its economic and social needs and considerations 

regarding the viability and profitability of the project? 

10. Should promotion be confined exclusively  to industrial projects already 

identified,  whose viability has been ascertained by means of at  least  a 

preliminary feasibility study,   or can  it  include the  identification of projects 

and feasibility studies for them?      Some experts consider that,   in the case 

of  several  developing countries,   the facilita« s are  often lacking for the 

identificati or.  of industrial   projects and for jnudies of   their economic, 

financial and  technical feasibility;     they therefore  feel  thai   these  two 

phases  of industrial  investment  should  be covered by the  promotion programme. 

Others,  while attaching the same  importance  to identification and to the 

studies  regarding the  feasibility and profitability  of industrial projects 

in  the  developing countries,  think that   these  should be undertaken separately 

and that the promotion of external  investment or financing should be limited 
1/ to projects already  identified and accepted as viable.— 

11. Since promotion of the transfer of capital and know-how at  the project 

level  is complementary to  international and   bilateral, action in this field, 

it can be assumed that it must be limited tr  projects on which no such action 

is being taken. 

12. A question that arises  is whether projects to be promoted  should be 

public,   semi-public or private,   or whether promotion should cover the three 

categories of project, 

13. Some limitations may also be imposed regarding the scale of the projects 

to be promoted.      It has been noted that large-scale projects are generally 

given sufficient publicity and that the investor or financier who may be 

l/      Industrial project identification and feasibility studies are dealt with 
in a separate programme of UNIIO assistance to developing countries. 

. m^mÊÊt m 
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interested in such projects often himself ta*ee the initiative of expressing 

interest directly to  the party concerned.       In such cases,  therefore,   promotion 

should be confined  to me.Uum-Br.ale projects  and, when appropriate,   to  small- 

ale project,  likely   to  interest  the  foreign  invests or  financier.       It now 

remains  to decide what  i, meant by a medium-scale project and  a  smaU-^al, 

ru'ect  likely  to  interest  a potential  partner and  to arrive at  sufficiently 

^criteril   for making a distinction between the  two.      Suggestions  from 

participants will  be  particularly welcome on  this  point. 

14. Lastly, in so  far as UNIDO íB concerned, it must he clearly understood that 

•     f   ,!„ -r-HtntiP- extend  only to  the manufacturing industry, 
Binen   the nrgcuii^di L^I, o 

only rrojects  for  tbat sector should be dealt with under its promo. U,  programme. 

V)      aenerallv  peaking,   the nucceoB of promotion will  largely  depend „,,„  the 

choice  of project»  to he  promoted.       It  is  generally acknowledged   that a ffioi 
xi-     .r,~~«T, „f -jTi  ijqesneiat.-   <r a financier. L.     -n   ri„Wc!  find  a huver  m the  form or  an  assui-ua.. proieot will  always  tinn  a i.uyvi   xt 

•     +    ,, vaw ^cr-ording to the viewpoint  fr»m which The definition of a good prooect may vary acroramg  .0 F 

>    v,, .,im« and   *he  reason  for which  ;t   is  undertaken, the project  is  considered,  by whom and   -ne  rea.cn 

^ may differ ohieHy for the  investor and  the financier.      It  is generally 

,;w;tea that  a financier is nlwa,. aruious   to -certain the  feasibility of a 

,roject before aiding t     fintee it  but  tnat  the eventual failure  of    h« 
*v-v>  "nv •.  r,»r+ner  in  +he  investment» 

enterprise has  f. wer implications for him  than .01  •* par-ne! 
t,ll"iti . „-..__.»   „^-„nioAf, More 
Mince  the financier fie 

-.is risks 1..Y sufficient guarantee-, before 

undertaking to  finance the project. 

16      There is, however, .-oral amènent   U-* «* P-°J«* "»»" f"m1   "^ 
Vi f its pro- Uon i«   to be at all   successful.      Ita conditio». «>* 

conditions if its pr otion .1. investment 
portant to  t..   <ore¡en inventor o- fancier a«    he e^X - 

•       financial and technical teaBio-u-W 
or financing and the . conomio, imanciai a 

project. 

B        FINTINO  A FOREIGN INVESTOR OR FINANCIER 

i].    The seco,. Phaoe ,, the „p-u• of p«.U.« «. i*»^ p^ct is 

the -„..-  of the p^ect to  an investment partner or financie,.      Ho    J 
• *       * „r financinK he found and ho» can  those most 

B„i,aMe sounoes of investit on '""»«"« MO      those sources? 

-ike,v to be  intereste,, in the p»3.c. be -1'0t- ^ticipants 
Lastly, how can the project best be presented?      Suggestions 

„ill   no doubt provide   the answers to these questions. 
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18, Since the object of the promotion may vary as much according to the 

policy of the beneficiary country as  to the needs  of the propel   ~ financing 

or partial or total participation in the investment - should a   iislinction he 

made between the two  types  of sources:     sources of financing and  sources of 

investment?    Furthermore,   is  the distinction systematic?    Ho not   the  activi- 

ties  of certain institutions sometimes  cover both   financing and   investment? 

19. Should sources  of financing or investment  also be sought  among inter- 

national  or regional   institutions,  or should   the search be confined to deve- 

lopment banks   and  other financing agencies  specializing  in  Lon¿.;-term credit, 

to  investment  companies  and to producers who  export   industrial  capital  equip- 

ment with facilities  for  long-term financing  in the  form of credin-  for export 

or  in any other form?-/    Lastly,  should investment:; be sought  frotr, all  possible 

sources, whether public,  private or mixed,  or should a selection be made and, 

if so,  on the basis  of what criteria? 

20«    It would not be appropriate to provide even an incomplete list of The 

sources  in this document;     however a discussion of the respective roles of 

some such sources,   In promotion at  the project  level,  is  extremely  important 

for the development  of such promotion, which  largely depends on their interest 

and,  consequently,   on  their contribution to  the external  financing of   Indus- 

trial project«  considered   feasible economically,  financially and technically. 

21.    The provision of financial assistance by  United Nations organizations 

whose activities extend  to   the financing of  industriai pro, octs   in developing 

countries  is  generally  decided upon and put   into execution  at  the project 

level.    Consequently,   UNIDO's assistance in the promotion of project  financing 

should be focused on  oth;r sources,  particularly those which have remained 

outside the established "circuit" for the procurement of industrial financing 

and investment  for developing countries. 

1/      B'inancing under a Dilaterai agreement between two States is not considered 
promotion for the purpose of this document. 
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22,    It  is in this spirit that UNIDO should develop its programme for the pro- 

motion of the external financing of industrial projects   in such countries  in 

close collaboration with the other United Nations  organizations,  particularly 

the United Nations  Development   Programme,  to which  its  activities should be 

complementary.    UKDP's  financial  assistance  has been particularly great  in the 

field of pre-investment.    UNIDO considers  that  its promotion programme will 

supplement UNDP's activities by promoting industrial projects  for which the 

feasibility  studies have been financed by UNDP. 

23,    Fruitful collaboration between the World Bank and UNIDO can likewise be 

developed by  the submission to the Bank of industrial projects   identified and 

studied by UNIDO. 

24     The large development banks have,  of course,  their own promotion services 

and are fully equipped to identify,  select and study specific  industrial pro- 

jects  in developing countries with a view to financing them.    Nevertheless, 

close collaboration between thase banks and UNIDO could widen the possibilities 

of promoting the financing of specific industrial projects in developing coun- 

tries.    Any  concrete proposals which the representatives of such ban• wno  are 

participating in this meeting .ay make regarding the organization und develop- 

ment  of such collaboration will be particularly appreciated.     Proposals  ior  the 

realization of such collaboration will be put before these representative, 

later  in this document. 

?3.    There ma, be those who consider that UNIDO-, activities should be ai„>cd 

primari!,  at supplementing those of medicale institutions for long-term 

financing, which are généraux less well-e,uiPped for the identifica ion o, 

Industrial projects   in developing countries and „hose  interests an    financing 

possibiiities lie predominant!, in the field of medium-scale  industrial pro- 

mts.    This also applies, no doubi,  to the producers and «porters o    induc- 

iría.   e<,uipment, whose facilities for identifying and selecting «dustrial 

project,   in developing cowries are relatively  limited.    The discissions 

which wm take place among the participants in the present meeting Will pr-b- 

ahly mate it possible to provide answer* to all these gestions. 
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26.    Because of their relationship with the various branches of industry and , 

finance,  the banks - even the commercial banks - probably  cannot  contribute 

actively,   independently  of their  own. direct  interest   in financing or invest- 

ment,   both to the  location of possible  investors  or  financiers  and  to the pre- 

paration and establishment  of contacts with such persons.     Although the nature 

of the  financial resources  of commercial banks  in  industrialized countries 

limite  their activities   in  the  financing of industrial   investment   in developing 

countries,  and  limits still  further their participation  in  such projects,  how- 

ever,   such banks  nevertheless  remain an important  element   in  the   industrial 

investment  promotion circuit,   particularly as  this  circuit  gives  rise to many 

operations  which are of direct   interest to these banks.    The contribution of 

bank representatives to the  discussions which will  be  taking place on the role 

of banks   in this  field,   the  extent  and  limitations   of  this  role,   and the pro- 

cedure   to be  followed in order to bring the banks   Into  action will be parti- 

cularly  appreciated.     It  may be worth  remarking,   in   ibis  connexion,   that  the 

confidential nature of all  promotion operations  and  the need  for safeguarding 

such confidentiality,  at  any rate  in the first  stages   of development  of the 

promotion work,  gives still greater value to the role  of  the banks   in this 

field. 

C,       THE PROMOTER 

27. What  is   the role of the promoter of an industrial project,  and by whom 

Can ¡such promotion be carried out   most  effectively? 

28. Does the role of the promoter of an industrial project resemble, for 

example,  that of someone placing a commercial product  on the market?    Is he 

the person who draws  up the  industrial project,  or  is  he the person who 

looates  a possible  "buyer"  (in  the sense of investor,   partner or financier) 

for the project  and,  having contacted such a "buyer",  puts  the project to him, 

sounds out his interest  in it,  and stimulates this  interest   to the point where 

it may  lead the "buyer" himself  to  express  interest  in such a way that contacts 

can be established and negotiations then undertaken between the two interested 

parties. 

S*«»**»»l»^^ 
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29.    This work of promotion can be oarried on by the local entrepreneur him- 

self,  if he exists, by a specialized national agency,  (such as a promotion 

centre or an industrial hank),  or sometimes by a national or overseas inter- 

mediary or an international agency.    What, then, are the respective roles of 

national and international agencies in this field? 

30.    In order to make up for the possible absence of a local promoter, to 

assist developing countries  in their efforts to promote imports of capital 

and technology from industrialized countries,  and also to supplement inter- 

national and bilateral action in this field, UNIDO has conceived and worked 

out,  on a provisional basis, a comprehensive programme for the promotion of 

industrial investments in developing countries which provides for institu- 

tional action, the training of national personnel, an advisory service on the 

policies to be followed in this field, and operational assistance at the pro- 

ject level.    This programme is described in a separate note submitted for dis- 

cussion at this meeting.    Only the operational part of the programme is set 

out in the present document, which outlines a practical procedure for the im- 

plementation by* UNIDO of the concept of promotion at the project stage. 

IIÏ. SUGGESTED PROCEDURE POR A PROGRAMME OP ACTION BY UNIDO 

y . It is proposed that the procedure to be followed by UNIDO in the promotion 

aVthe project level of transfers of capital and technology from industrialized 

countries to developing countries should consist of two phases: 

(a) A first phase of exploration and preparation; 

(b) A second phase which would be initiated only £ «"^^J^ 
K        first phase had already given positive .inclusions..this second 

Phíse would in effect consist  in »selling» the project. 

32.    It is proposed that both phases of this promotion work should be entrusted 

to officials of UHD»,  so as to safeguard its confidential nature.    This policy 

would also make it possible to respond rapidly to revests for ^"*' 

mitted to UNIDO, as it would enable the procedure of recruiting experts to 

avoided« 
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A.      THE EXPIRATORY AND PREPARATORY PHASE 

33.    The object of the exploration work in this #w    »,        • 
+h*+ 4-u XB iirBt phase is to make HUí»*. 

^:r;:::;:: rrr¿r •*-~ ~ - r 

project. »Men are to 08 th      u    e'      ' "T^ °°•^ " «» •W 

their order of priority. ' "' ^ * «*•"«-* " 

—1^ G•VÌme' °ertain POinte mUSt b° 0larifi»d ^ «•* P-.. especially regarding the following gestions: ' 

participation must bé determine    Vf 0f the investor's 
his participation is to    L" the ftV fT b6.deCÌded whe^er 
provision of know-how,  contr\L\\ofn^°LfkÌent^neetcCO-management' 

(b)    ¡^^îh^SSi2 SSSÏÏtî^«? ~~ the possible 
Of the source,   its naturTS    invJtÌ° ^  the natio^ity 
supplier,   etc  )  lts  Wl ÍA  •tment company,  equipment 

There are sometimes specLï co'iíe^r6 ^ PUbUC b0dy)'  etc'? 

restrict  the requesti^olt^^X ""•--" "^ »T inn»ence or 
-„   ~  ...j^e  Au  unía  matter. 

36.    The preparatory work in this first nbac;o ,nli 

and supplements it  if the results Z   , "" "" ~>lm*^ »* xne results have been positive.    The obiect  nf +hQ 

paratory „or* is to ensure that the selected projects aI./J *' ** P^ 
^v* ¡jiujBois, are presented   in an ^<i~ 

quate way which is  in keenin* wi+h +u , ade~ 
financiers. '   "    ^ "" """^ ""-1*-*« •' investors or 

37.    It is proposed that thls presentation should ta*e the for» of two filM! 

(a)    A amerai file on the requesting country, and 

0>)   An individual file for eaoh project. 
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38. The general file will contain a review of political, economic, and other 

relevant conditions in the requesting country and give a brief description of 

the various subjects which normally interest a financier or investor and which 

enable him to get a better idea of the country in which he is being invited to 

finance a project or make investments. 

39. The individual file for the project will include the basic information 

necessary for its evaluation and for consideration of the possibility of 

financing it or participating in it.-' 

40. The work of promoting, or should we say "selling", the industrial project 

to a financier or investor begins when these files, which constitute the work- 

ing tools of the promoter,  have been completed. 

B.       "SELLING" THE PROJECT 

41. This stage represents the culmination of the promotion process:    what 

methods,  then, would be used to "sell" an industrial project in a developing 

country to an investor or financier in an industrialized country? 

42. The basic idea here is  that  UNIDO should establish contacts with banks 

and other financial institutions,  as well as with professional bodies,  in 

countries which may be in a position to export capital,  and should work with 

them to locate possible investors,  financiers,  or suppliers of equipment who 

can offer credit terms, know—how or other services.    This co-operation may 

also extend to the evaluation of the position and standing of the prospective 

financier or investor before he  is approached and sounded about his possible 

interest  in financing or investing in the industrial projects selected.    At 

the same time,  these co-operating organizations may help UNIDO to make the 

necessary contacts with sources  of finance or investment and prepare the ground 

for direct negotiations between the two interested parties. 

l/     Another working document dealing with the methods of preparing these 
files, their presentation, contents, etc. is before the participants for 
discussion. 
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43. On Lhe basis of the co-operation proposed above, the UNIDO official re- 

sponsible for the promotion of specific industrial projects, who will be 

equipped with the files already mentioned in paragraph 39, will make contact 

with sources of investment or finance who are considered to be potentially 

capable of becoming interested in the project in question. He will then sub- 

mit the files to them and provide them with any additional information which 

thay may need in order to decide whether to express interest in principle. 

44. Interest in an industrial project on the part of a financier, investor 

or equipment supplier with credit facilities should manifest itself in the 

form of concrete proposals for submission to the other party. The initiation 

of a dialogue between the two parties will depend on these proposals and on 

the reactions of the party to whom they are addressed. The promotion process 

should be pursued in such a way as to stimulate this dialogue and keep it up 

until it develops into concrete negotiations on the terms and conditions for 

investing in or financing the project. 

45. It is therefore proposed that the negotiations between the two parties 

should be carefully prepared by the UNIDO official and that an adjioc pro- 

gramme should be prepared in advance in consultation with the interested 

parties. 

46. When the negotiations between the two parties are on the road to positive 

results, UNIDO»s assistance in the field of promotion will have achieved its 

object. Additional assistance may be requested in other fields, however, if 

it is needed for the concrete realization of the project, its organization or 

its implementation. 

.<OT'M(""**'jr" 

mtl^^^—IÊmm^Êam tfMÜÜi 






